






NITV Nepal Limited is a leading company
that has made a name for itself in the
software development, consulting, and
system integration industries. Their
commitment to excellence is evident in
their ISO 9001:2015 certification, which
recognizes their high standards and
dedication to quality service.

The company has a team of 135 skilled
and dedicated professionals who are
passionate about delivering client-centric
services that give their customers a
competitive edge. They take great care in
choosing their clients and work diligently
to understand their needs and goals. Their
impressive portfolio and results are a
reflection of their quality work and
experience.

NITV Nepal Limited is constantly striving
for excellence, conducting research and 

NITV NEPAL LIMITED

development, and adopting the latest
technologies to provide their clients with
the best possible service. They have a
global team of experienced
professionals who work together to offer
carrier grade solutions for the rapidly
evolving Telecom, Broadband, FinTech,
Cable & Broadcast Industry. They aim to
differentiate themselves in the 5G era by
providing next  generation
communication and media experiences
that exceed their clients' expectations.

NITV Nepal Limited is committed to using
innovative web and mobile technologies
to help businesses achieve their goals.
They work collaboratively with clients to
develop customized solutions and make
a positive impact in software
development, consulting, and system
integration industries.

ISO 9001:2015 Certified Software Development Company
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First of all i wish you a Happy New Year 2024.
As we bid farewell to 2023 and welcome 2024,
I would like to take this opportunity to thank
you all for your hard work, dedication, and
achievements. You have been an amazing
team and I am proud to work with you.

Team members who participate in daily
stand-up meetings are more likely to feel
accountable since they are constantly
reporting their success to their peers. By
ensuring that everyone is aware of one
another's issues and contributions, this
improved openness fosters a collaborative
environment where team members feel
accountable for the project's success as a
whole. It also makes it possible to spot any
obstacles early on, which helps the team stay
on track and handle problems quickly. Here
are some of the benefits of daily stand-up
meetings:

Flexibility & Adaptability: Daily stand-up
meetings give teams a platform to swiftly
adjust to changes in the ever-changing world
of projects. Team members are able to make
real-time adjustments to their strategy and
goals by routinely discussing progress and
obstacles. This flexibility is essential for
reacting to unanticipated challenges, shifting
objectives, or fresh knowledge. As a result, the
group gains more flexibility, responsiveness,
and competence in handling ambiguity. 
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Better Cooperation and Communication: 
By providing a place for candid discussion,
daily stand-up meetings help to guarantee
that team members are on the same page
about aims and objectives. These sessions'
emphasis and brevity enable succinct
updates, which facilitates more effective
teamwork by helping members grasp one
another's goals. This enhanced
communication fosters a cohesive work
environment, reduces miscommunication,
and improves teamwork.

Constant Improvement: Daily stand-up
meetings' regular schedule offers chances
for ongoing development. Teams are able
to recognize patterns and trends that
could affect their overall performance by
taking stock of their daily
accomplishments and obstacles. Iterative
improvements can be implemented with
this introspective method, guaranteeing
that the team is continuously learning and
developing. This dedication to ongoing
development eventually results in more
productivity, better quality, and project
success as a whole.

In summary, daily stand-up meetings
foster productive team dynamics, effective
decision-making, and ongoing
development in addition to providing a
forum for information sharing. Adopting
this approach can greatly improve a
team's capacity for cooperation, change
adaptation, and project success.

DAILY STAND-UP MEETINGS IN TEAMS

Roshan Thapa Digital
  Chief Operation 

   OFFICER
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guarantees that their experience fits
their changing needs. Furthermore,
the software supports a variety of
billing schedules, enabling monthly,
semi-annual, or annual invoicing for
subscribers. It's evidence of our
dedication to offering solutions that fit
our users' various financial situations.

With NITVCRM, strategic discounting
takes center stage. With coupons,
providers can add value to the
system and create a vibrant
environment where customers can
take advantage of lower-cost
subscriptions. In addition to the
financial benefits, this feature is an
effective marketing tool that
promotes engagement over time and
loyalty.

With separate report sections for
every subscription, NITVCRM's
invoicing and payment solutions
handle the financial aspects of
subscriptions. This guarantees 

Our state-of-the-art subscription
management software, NITVCRM, is a
model of efficiency and intuitive
design that is transforming the
relationship between subscribers and
providers.

Enrolling new customers is a master
class in simplicity. After the consumer
completes the KYC form, a carefully
designed email is sent to them with a
secure link that walks them through
understanding the policy and e-
signing. This painstaking procedure
not only guarantees legal protection
but also establishes the foundation
for an open and reliable user-
provider relationship.

NITVCRM excels in the area of diverse
subscriptions. It meets consumers'
changing needs by providing both
device rentals and ongoing
subscriptions. The ability to suspend
or terminate subscriptions at any
moment gives users autonomy and 



KEY FEATURES:
Product/ plan management
Customer management
Subscription initiation,
cancelation, renewal, device
rental.
Onetime and recurring addons,
coupons.
SMS system.
reporting charts.
Role based access to users.
Customer portal.
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AVAILABLE ON:
Android Smartphones
iOS Smartphones
Web App

NITV CRMopenness and makes financial
management easier for suppliers
while also helping clients understand
their financial obligations.

A fundamental tenet of NITVCRM is
customer empowerment, which is
demonstrated by the customer portal.
Users may see a detailed view of
transactions, invoices, and
subscriptions using this little
dashboard. The portal makes it easier
for users to self-serve by allowing
them to add cards and link bank
accounts to specific invoice
payments.

NITVCRM effortlessly integrates
channels for real-time interaction and
communication. Customers can
connect with administrators in real-
time through the customer portal by
informing them of changes, requesting
assistance, or changing their plans.
This guarantees that interactions
between customers and providers are
both effective and customized to meet
specific demands.

NITVCRM is essentially a revolutionary
solution that reinterprets the
customer-provider relationship rather
than just being a tool for managing
subscriptions. It sets new benchmarks
for efficiency and user happiness with
its user-friendly design, adaptability,
and customer-focused features, which
establish it as a cornerstone in the
smooth operation of subscription-
based enterprises.
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